Protecting
young trees
How to make the best choice for
your planting project

Trees are wonderful and we know that planting them provides many
benefits to people and our environment – providing food and habitat
to many types of wildlife, improving air quality, absorbing carbon
dioxide to help with climate change and just looking green and
beautiful!
Despite the environmental benefits of trees themselves, some aspects of tree
planting can have negative environmental impacts such as using plastic tree
protection, plastic mulch matting or peat-based compost.
This guide provides information on tree protection measures - shelters,
guards, spirals, tubes or fencing - to help you decide what might be most
suitable when designing planting schemes.

The purpose of
tree protection
The main role of tree
protection is to prevent
young trees from being
browsed, or bark stripped
by animals. Tall and medium
height shelters are designed
to prevent damage from deer
such as red, fallow, sika, roe or
muntjac, whereas short ones aim
to reduce damage from smaller
animals, such as rabbits, field
voles, and hares.
Protection is also used to
improve the chances of
successful establishment.
Tree shelters for example, create
a beneficial local microclimate
that can increase humidity,
reduce water loss from
evaporation and maintain a
slightly higher temperature that
protects against frost damage.
This microclimate helps newly
planted trees grow strong and
healthy.
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What’s the problem?
— Over a long time, plastic products may
become brittle and degrade into smaller
plastic pieces that end up in the soil and may
ultimately wash into waterways.
— Plastic protection products are not easy to
recycle and take time to remove and
collect after plant establishment, which is
more difficult if they have become brittle.
— Many are made from plastic which comes
from fossil fuels.
— Plastic tree protection is often left in place
long after the planting needs protecting,
sometimes causing damage to the trees,
and littering the environment.
— Regular inspection and maintenance
is needed to ensure protection remains
effective and doesn’t cause damage to the
tree.
— Use of protection can reduce stability and
restrict bushy growth from the base and
lower sections of the plant (basal growth).
— Tree protection adds financial cost to a
planting project.
— There is a carbon cost in the energy used to
make and transport tree protection.
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Is tree protection always needed?
In a word – no! Trees have grown unaided for millions of years and in many situations
do not require protection. Although tree protection has been used very widely in recent
years, the practice originated in the forestry sector, where economic factors are favoured
and it is less feasible to regularly visit and inspect areas of planting. By contrast, trees
planted within our villages, towns and cities are normally easier to monitor and care for,
often with the help of volunteers. In many cases, tree protection may not be necessary for a
planting project to be successful.
When planting hedgerows, some browsing
of young trees can actually be beneficial,
helping to create dense, bushy growth
required for a good hedge – a tree which
has shoots nibbled off is likely to grow back
with more branches than it had when originally
planted. An example of this can be seen in a
video here from Deepdale Farm in Norfolk.

Plastic spiral guards limit dense bushy growth
lower down the plants and spread plastic
pollution. ©2021 British Hardwood Tree Nursery Ltd

Studies and past experience show that even
using tree protection, and with very good
aftercare, planting schemes very rarely have
100% survival rates - there will always be some
plant failures. Without using tree protection,
overall losses may be higher in year one
(depending on factors covered below) but in
terms of overall environmental impact, it may
be better to accept this. If this approach is taken,
then you can either plant more trees initially
or replace plants that fail to thrive in the next
planting season.

Rather than being the default position, using tree protection should be an
informed, well-considered choice, justified by circumstances at each planting site
and the species being planted.
On the following pages we provide a list of questions that you should consider to help you
choose the appropriate tree protection measures for your project.
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A step-by-step guide to tree protection:
Is tree protection necessary for your project?
By considering the following questions, you can make an informed choice whether
you need tree protection. If it is necessary, the following section will help you to understand
the options.
Question

Things to consider

1. Are any of the
following mammals
present in large
numbers at your
planting site: deer,
rabbits, hares?

To find out if deer, rabbits or hares are present on site, you can:
Undertake on-site observations:
— Look at the site at different times of day/night if you can, including dusk
and dawn, to see if you spot these animals using the site.
— Can you see any droppings from these animals on the site?
— Can you see from the vegetation that browsing is already taking place?
— Ask your neighbours if they are aware of deer, rabbits or hares being
present in the area.
Check local records:
— Contact your local Forestry Commission Area Office for advice on deer in
your area, or look up the deer distribution maps produced by the British
Deer Society.
If there are large numbers of deer, rabbits or hares present then refer to the
following section to understand the available protection options.

2. Are field voles
present?

To find out if field voles are present on site, you can check with your local
environmental records centre: https://www.alerc.org.uk/lerc-finder.html.
If there are large numbers of field voles present, refer to the following section
to understand the available protection options.

3. Is your project site
exposed to strong
winds, salt laden
winds, high rainfall or
prolonged periods of
frost?

Visit the site yourself and consult the landowner about the site and
environmental conditions. Select species that are suitable for the environment
and tolerant of the typical conditions such as weather patterns, exposure,
shading, water availability, soil type, coastal salt winds.
By visiting the site, you will be able to see which plants thrive in the
environment which will help you to select species that will thrive.
Remember that tree protection is not a substitute for selecting the right species
for your site, but using a shelter to create a better microclimate might help the
plants survive in the early years of growth after planting.
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4. Is your planting
You need to establish how adjacent sites are managed and who does the work.
project in an area that
— Can you confirm with the landowner that the planting area will be safe
is likely to be in danger
from physical damage?
of being accidentally
strimmed or mowed
— Are there ways to mark the planting area to keep the young trees from
e.g. on public amenity
physical damage?
land or highway verges?
— Refer to the following section to understand the available protection
options if physical damage is highly likely.
5. Is your planting in
an area that may be
affected by chemical
or salt spray or drift
e.g. near farmland or
highway verges areas?

You need to establish how adjacent sites are managed and who does the work.
— Is it possible to avoid risk of spray or drift on the newly planted area?
— Are there ways to mark the planting area to keep the young trees from
chemical damage?
— Refer to the following section to understand the available protection
options if chemical damage is highly likely.

6. What tree species are Many native trees can tolerate being coppiced or their shoots being browsed.
you planting?
Some species are also more robust than others and can tolerate browsing, and
in some cases it can take two growing seasons for the plant to produce more
growth. More robust species include hawthorn, blackthorn, hazel, willow and
elder. Lime, oak, sweet chestnut, beech, dogwood and sycamore can all be
coppiced and are also likely to survive some browsing when young. Fruit trees,
yew and holly are less tolerant to damage although yew is poisonous to many
mammals and holly has a prickly defence, so they are less likely to be browsed!
If you are planting less robust species, then refer to the following section to
understand the available protection options.

7. What is the purpose
and function of the
planting?

Hedgerow planting:
— Some browsing damage will help to promote dense, bushy and scrubby
growth and therefore protection may not be necessary.
Scrub, field corners or woodland edges:
— Some browsing damage will help to promote dense, bushy and scrubby
growth and therefore protection may not be necessary.
Woodland:
— Using tree protection will promote straight individual stems with clear gap
at the base or the plant.
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What are the available options if you do decide
to protect your trees?
If you decide that protecting your young trees is necessary, you can still make sure you
choose the most environmentally friendly option for your site and resources.
Tree protection
options

Things to consider and specifications

1. Use fencing to
exclude animals from
the area.

If the project site is in an area with high deer, rabbit or hare populations, it might
be beneficial to put up fencing around the planting area to exclude them. This
will be most cost effective where planting areas are large and grouped together,
and fence lines have a limited number of changes in direction. The following
specifications set out fencing requirements for different animals:
— Rabbits and hares – Minimum 1m high with 31mm hexagonal galvanised
mesh netting, with bottom 300mm turned outwards away from the planting
(towards the rabbits)
— Red/sika/fallow deer – minimum 1.8m high with maximum 200mm square
mesh size
— Roe deer – minimum 1.5m high with maximum 150mm square mesh size
— Muntjac deer – minimum 1.5m high with maximum 75mm square mesh size
— Field and bank voles – no effective protective fencing available

2. Use biodegradable
tree protection
(shelter, spiral, guard,
tube).

If fencing is not possible, try to source suitable biodegradable tree shelters – see
the list of potential suppliers below.
— Rabbits – minimum 600mm high
— Hares – minimum 750mm high
— Red/sika/fallow deer – minimum 1.8m high
— Roe/muntjac deer – minimum 1.2m high
— Field voles – minimum 200mm high pushed 10mm into soil
— Bank voles – no effective protective measures available

3. Accept that some
trees will not survive
and plant additional
trees over time.

A recent study found that without tree shelters, there was an individual survival
rate of 50%, compared to 85% with a shelter; however, the results of this study
were taken from trees growing in a forestry setting.

4. Re-use a plastic
If you are aware of other tree planting projects in the area, reach out to see
tree shelter from
if they have second-hand tree shelters that you can use. Make sure they are
another project where collected after use.
protection is no longer
needed.
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Collect, re-use and recycle plastic tree shelters
If plastic tree protection is used it is vital that it is collected after use and recycled – failure
to do this is littering. Consult your local authority to find the recycling facilities in your area.
If plastic tree protection measures are still intact after being used on your tree planting
project, consider if other local tree planting projects could re-use them.

Biodegradable tree shelter suppliers
Work is currently underway in the UK to produce and evaluate tree shelters using a range of
biodegradable materials, such as paper, cardboard, plant starch and wool. This work involves
trials on sites and monitoring over three to five years as the plants establish. It is a challenge
to find materials that can withstand several years of the UK’s climate and ultimately break
down into non-harmful elements in the soil. As better evidence becomes available, we will
update this guidance and make the latest information available.
Whilst we do not recommend any particular tree protection suppliers, a few examples
of tree protection measures which describe themselves as biodegradable, sustainable or
compostable currently on the market are set out below:
— Square hedge guards, Ezeetrees, 500mm high x 50mm square
— Round tree guards, Ezeetrees, 600mm high x 110mm diameter
— Spiral guard, Green-tech, 600mm-750mm high x 38mm-68mm diameter
— Tree shelter guard, Green-tech, 600mm high x 100mm square
— Closed square tree shelter, Witasek, 1.2m high x 140mm square
— Square tree shelter, Witasek, 1.2m high x 110mm square
— Shrub shelters, Nexgen, 600m/750mm high x 130/160mm diameter

Look after your trees
Whatever tree protection you choose, caring for the trees after planting will help them
survive. Further information to help you look after your trees is provided on The Tree
Council’s website.
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Version 1 - September 2021
Research on the best environmental options for tree protection is ongoing. We will update this guidance document as our information
improves.

This guide has been produced as part of the Close the Gap project. Close the Gap is a year-long partnership programme focused on achieving
bigger, healthier, better-connected hedgerows. It is funded by the Government’s Green Recovery Challenge Fund, which is being delivered by
The National Lottery Heritage Fund in partnership with Natural England and the Environment Agency.
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